Working collaboratively with you to:
- clarify meaning
- correct grammar and spelling
- remove ambiguity
- fix punctuation
- choose the right style and language
- resolve problems
- find better ways to say what you want to say.

Brian Clarke
Editor
0410 257 189
bizwordz@gmail.com

Do you need an editor? Let’s see:
Making love to me is amazing.
Wait! I meant: making love, to me, is amazing.
The absence of two little commas nearly transformed me into a sex god.

Jarod Ora Kintz, on editing

‘Connect with me on LinkedIn.’
Brian
What clients are saying:

‘Brian Clarke has a real knack for editing technical stories into plain English.’
Vanessa Sandhu
Communications & Media professional

‘I have always wondered why authors make such a fuss of their editor on their acknowledgments page. Now I know. Brian Clarke has ruthlessly, and with great kindness and careful consultation, shorn government-speak and cliché from my work. This book would be nothing without his enormous effort. To Brian, my heartfelt thanks!’
Jane Grieve, author: Slippin’ on the lino
www.janegrieve.com.au

‘Your suggestions and comments were excellent and really helped me understand how to improve my work. I recommend your services to anyone who needs professional, friendly editing.’
Geneve Flynn,
Logan Genre Writers